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Abstract
An alternative to Density Functional Theory are wavefunction based electronic structure calcu-
lations for solids. In order to perform them the Exponential Wall (EW) problem has to be resolved.
It is caused by an exponential increase of the number of configurations with increasing electron
number N. There are different routes one may follow. One is to characterize a many-electron wave-
function by a vector in Liouville space with a cumulant metric rather than in Hilbert space. This
removes the EW problem. Another is to model the solid by an impurity or fragment embedded in
a bath which is treated at a much lower level than the former. This is the case in Density Matrix
Embedding Theory (DMET) or Density Embedding Theory (DET). The latter are closely related
to a Schmidt decomposition of a system and to the determination of the associated entanglement.
We show here the connection between the two approaches. It turns out that the DMET (or DET)
has an identical active space as a previously used Local Ansatz, based on a projection and parti-
tioning approach. Yet, the EW problem is resolved differently in the two cases. By studying a H10
ring these differences are analyzed with the help of the method of increments.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Precise electronic structure calculations for periodic systems are an important field of
research in the theory of condensed matter. In approaches like Density Functional Theory
(DFT) it is not necessary to know, e.g., the many-body ground state wavefunction in order to
obtain quantitative answers for ground-state properties such as the lattice constant, binding
energy, magnetization etc. Calculations of this type have revolutionized the field. Yet,
alternatively one might want to calculate instead the many-body wavefunction and from
it various physical properties by applying quantum chemical techniques. In distinction to
DFT they allow for controlled approximations and are of interest when results from DFT
are unsatisfactory. This is often the case when electronic correlations are strong.
Calculating the wavefunction of an interacting electron system faces, however, the so-
called Exponential Wall (EW) problem, i.e., that the number of different configurations
is exponentially increasing with the electron number. As W. Kohn has pointed out the
concept of characterizing a wavefunction by a vector in Hilbert space loses its meaning
for electron numbers N larger than approximately 103 [1]. The high dimension of the
configuration space implies that in this case the overlap between any approximate form of
the ground-state wavefunction with the exact one is zero for all practical purposes. In order
to perform electronic structure calculations based on wavefunctions for large molecules or
solids it is therefore mandatory to circumvent the EW problem. The simplest way out is to
limit oneself to a self-consistent field (SCF) or Hartree-Fock approximation. The ground-
state wavefunction has here the form of a Slater determinant and hence consists of a single
configuration, independent of N . However, calculations at this level yield results of low
quality for various physical quantities. Density functional theory is likewise unaffected by
the EW problem [1–3] since this approach avoids making any statements about the many-
electron wavefunction. Instead it is calculating ground-state properties directly from the
solutions of the Kohn-Sham equations and it is therefore also of a mean-field type. However,
in distinction to the SCF theory it contains correlation effects. They enter through the form
of the chosen self-consistent potential in the Kohn-Sham equations. There exists a number of
approaches which are in-between a mean-field and a many-body wavefunction. For example,
by subdividing a solid into small units one determines the many-electron ground state for
each of them, thereby applying periodic boundary conditions. This is done by using, e.g.,
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Coupled Cluster theory [4–7], perturbation theory (MP2), quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) or
full CI-QMC [8–11]. In this case the number of configurations grows exponentially only with
the electron number contained in a small unit. The total ground-state wavefunction of the
solid is then given by the (antisymmetric) product of the many-electron wavefunctions of
the small units. The last step has mean-field character and neglects, e.g., interactions and
correlations between electrons in the small subunits. Another way of circumventing the EW
problem is by treating the N electron system in form of an impurity model [12–14]. Thereby
a site or a cluster of sites labeled I is considered as an impurity or a fragment embedded
in an environment or bath. The electrons on cluster I are treated on a post-SCF level in
the presence of the embedding surroundings, e.g., by exact diagonalization. However, the
bath is treated on a much lower level, i.e., a self-consistent field (SCF) level. Thus instead
of the total electron number N , only the number of electrons on the cluster I is relevant for
the dimension of the Hilbert-, or configuration space. The density matrix embedding theory
(DMET) [13] or the density embedding theory (DET) [14] serve as examples here. Yet, even
when one has solved the impurity problem adequately, one still is not able to write down
the ground-state wavefunction of the extended system.
A proper way of avoiding the EW problem is by characterizing the wavefunction of a
N electron system not by a vector in Hilbert space but instead by a vector in operator- or
Liouville space. In that space a cumulant metric has to be applied [15, 16]. This has been
reemphasized in a recent publication [17] and explained by a particularly simple example.
The cumulant metric frees the wavefunction from an exponential large number of configu-
rations, which are redundant and have no effect on physical quantities. It serves a similar
purpose as using connected diagrams only in Green’s function calculations. Disconnected
diagrams drop out at the end of such calculations and therefore are disposed off from the
very beginning. Similarly, cumulants ensure that irrelevant, statistically independent terms
in the wavefunction do not appear. Coupled Cluster theory [4–7] can be formulated as a
special case of the above considerations [18].
The purpose of this communication is to show the relation between the DMET/DET and
the Liouville space approach which differ in the way the EW problem is handled. We also
show that the Schmidt decomposition, i.e., the starting point of the DMET/DET, has a
one to one correspondence to the projection and partitioning method originally stressed by
Lo¨wdin [19, 20] and elaborated on in the Local Ansatz approach [15, 21, 22].
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The paper is divided as follows. In the next Section, we define the Hamiltonian and
recall how the EW problem is avoided by defining wavefunctions in operator space with
cumulant metric. In Section III it is shown how impurity embedding theories deal with the
EW problem. Section IV establishes a connection between the cumulant formulation and the
impurity theories. Also numerical comparisons between the two approaches are made.The
conclusions and a summary are contained in Section V.
II. FORMULATION OF WAVEFUNCTIONS IN LIOUVILLE SPACE
We start with electronic creation and annihilation operators a+iσ and aiσ based on mutually
orthogonalized atomic spin-orbitals fν(r−Ri)σ on a lattice. The compact index i includes
a site index I and an orbital index ν(I) with ν = 1, . . . ,M . The Hamiltonian is of the
standard form
H =
∑
ijσ
tija
+
iσajσ +
1
2
∑
ijkl
σσ′
Vijkla
+
iσa
+
kσ′alσ′ajσ . (1)
We decompose H = H0 +H1 and assume that the ground-state wavefunction |Φ0〉 of H0 is
known. Often H0 will be the self-consistent field part HSCF of H with |Φ0〉 being the SCF-
or HF-ground state. The remaining part H1 = H − H0 contains the residual interactions.
Yet, H0 may also be the Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian HKS with H1 = H −HKS, and a ground
state |ΦKS〉 in form of a Slater determinant built from Kohn-Sham orbitals. In the following
we will limit ourselves to the first, i.e., SCF case. Other choices of H0 can be treated in
complete analogy.
The exact ground state |ψ0〉 can be obtained from |Φ0〉 by means of the wave- or Møller
operator Ω˜ so that |ψ0〉 = Ω˜|Φ0〉. Because of the EW problem this transformation makes
sense only for small electron numbers N < 103. For N & 103 the number of configurations
is so large that the overlap of any approximate wavefunction with the exact one is zero
for all purposes. Therefore one has to remove the statistically independent contributions
which are responsible for the exponential growth of the number of configurations. Thus
the use of cumulants is required. This is seen as follows. Electron correlations affect the
surroundings of an electron only up to a certain radius Rc. They generate a correlation hole,
i.e., they reduce the probability of finding other electrons nearby. Beyond Rc correlation
effects may be neglected due to their smallness. The actual size of Rc depends, of course,
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on the required computational accuracy. Correlations of electrons farther apart than 2Rc
are therefore independent of each other for all purposes. Cumulants of matrix elements
eliminate statistically independent or factorizable contributions to them. In practice this
simply implies taking only connected contractions of creation and destruction operators when
the matrix elements are evaluated. We can eliminate the EW problem by characterizing the
correlated ground state by the set of operators Aµ which, upon application on |Φ0〉, generate
the correlations in the electron system [17]. Thus the operator- or Liouville space spanned
by the Aµ, is used instead of the Hilbert space in order to describe the ground state. The
cumulant metric used in Liouville space is introduced in the form
(A|B) = 〈Φ0
∣∣A+B∣∣Φ0〉c . (2)
The upper script refers to taking the cumulant. Cumulants were first used in the free energy
expansion of a classical imperfect gas [23]. Their usefulness in quantum statistical mechanics
was pointed out by Kubo [24]. In [16] the most important rules for cumulants can be found.
Of special interest is the transformation behavior when an expression of the form
〈Φ0|A
+|Φ0〉
c is changed into the form 〈Φ0|A
+|ψ0〉
c. By a sequence of infinitesimal trans-
formations which take us from |Φ0〉 to |ψ0〉 we can write
〈Φ0
∣∣A+∣∣ψ0〉c = 〈Φ0
∣∣A+Ω∣∣Φ0〉c
= (A|Ω) (3)
where Ω is the sum of the infinitesimal transformations [15]. We identify |ψ0〉 with the exact
ground state of H in which case |Ω) = |1+S) is a cumulant wave operator in analogy to the
wave- or Møller operator [16]. The cumulant scattering operator |S) is the product of the
above mentioned infinitesimal transformations. Note that |Ω) (or |S)) is not unique since
several paths in operator space can connect the correlated and uncorrelated ground state
|ψ0〉 and |Φ0〉. When |Ω1) and |Ω2) are two such paths (A|Ω1 − Ω2) = 0 in all cases [16].
The correlation energy Ecorr can be written as
Ecorr = (H|S) . (4)
In passing we mention that the Coupled Cluster theory [4–7] can be written as a special
form of Ω, i.e., |Ω) = |eS˜). Here S˜ is a sum of so-called prime operators, i.e., operators
which are not broken up when the cumulant is formed [18].
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By defining the wavefunction by a vector in Liouville space the EW problem has disap-
peared as explained in more detail in [17]. In the incremental method [25, 26] the cumulant
scattering operator |S) is decomposed into one-, two- and multisite contributions
|S) =

∑
I
SI +
∑
〈IJ〉
δSIJ +
∑
〈IJK〉
δSIJK + . . .

 , (5)
where IJK are site indices and δSIJ = SIJ−SI−SJ . Each increment to |S) involves a small
number of electrons only. The various increments in (5) are computed and the incremental
contributions to the correlation energy follow from (4) by restricting the annihilation opera-
tors in SI to electrons in spin orbitals centered on site I. Similarly these in SIJ are restricted
to electrons in spin orbitals centered at site I or J and so on. The different contributions
to |S) are computed by standard quantum chemical methods (see e.g. [27]). Usually the
expansion is rapidly convergent. Often, 3-body increments are already small and 4-body
increments can be safely neglected. At this stage a comment is in order concerning the
type of spin orbitals which are used when the various scattering operators are determined.
Choices are localized and local orbitals.
Localized or Wannier orbitals with creation operators c+mσ(I) are obtained through rota-
tions in the space of occupied-, and (separately) unoccupied Bloch orbitals in |ΦSCF〉. We
assume band fillings of more than one half, otherwise hole orbitals are used. In terms of the
c+mσ(I) the SCF ground state is written as
|Φ0〉 =
occ∏
mσ
c+mσ|0〉 . (6)
The product includes all occupied Wannier orbitals.
An alternative choice are local orbitals consisting of the orthonormal atomic orbitals with
creation operators a+νσ(I). The relation between the two sets are
a+νσ(I) =
occ∑
Jm
γoccνm(J)c
+
mσ(J) +
virt∑
Jn
γvirtνn (J)c
+
nσ(J) (7)
indicating that the atomic orbitals have components in the occupied as well as in the virtual
SCF orbital space. The atomic orbitals fm(r − RJ) are usually better localized than the
Wannier orbitals denoted by wm(r − Rj) [28, 29]. This is in particular true for metals
which have fractionally filled conduction bands and poorly localized Wannier orbitals [28].
Therefore one would prefer to use the former, because with their help it is simpler to keep
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electrons apart. This is indeed the starting point of the Local Ansatz method [15, 21, 22]. It
was applied in an early computation of the ground-state wavefunction of, e.g., diamond [30],
BN [31] or polyacetylene [32]. However, the use of atomic orbitals has a significant draw
back. Standard quantum chemistry (QC) computer program packages like MOLPRO [33]
or MOLCAS [34] require that electrons are annihilated in orthogonal occupied SCF orbitals.
Note that this orthogonality requirement does not hold for the creation of electrons in virtual
space. Destroying electrons in atomic orbitals implies annihilation in nonorthogonal states
since due to (7) only the part of a+νσ in the occupied space is annihilated. The development
of a QC program package which allows for the annihilation of electrons from nonorthogonal
orbitals would be a major advancement in electronic structure calculations. For the above
reason |S) has been computed for a large number of compounds by using Wannier orbitals
instead of atomic orbitals. For a survey see, e.g., [27] or [35].
III. IMPURITY EMBEDDING METHODS
Another way of dealing with the EW problem are embedded impurity or cluster theories
like the Dynamical Mean Field Theory (DMFT) [12] or the Density Matrix Embedding
Theory (DMET). The DMFT is based on Green’s functions. Computations with the latter
use connected diagrams only. Similarly, cumulants use connected contractions only, when
matrix elements are calculated. In distinction to DMFT the DMET is based on using
wavefunctions. Here electrons are treated post-SCF on one site (or cluster), only. The latter
is termed fragment. The remaining part, i.e., the embedding bath is treated on a SCF
level. Therefore an exponential increase in the number of configurations takes place only for
the electrons on the fragment. Embedded impurity theories do not and cannot make any
statements about a wavefunction in which all sites are treated on equivalent level. Instead,
the embedding procedure is repeated for each site or cluster independently. Double counting
of correlation contributions, e.g., to the binding energy is avoided by an assumption about
the subdivision of energy contributions (see below).
The DMET, on which we will concentrate in the following, describes interacting electron
systems with orthonormal atomic orbitals. First we discuss the active space within which
the correlations are described. For an illustration consider a lattice with M = 1 orbitals
per site and a half filled SCF band. A selected site I has 22M = 4 possible configurations
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|ν(I)〉. They are |0〉, a+↑ (I)|0〉, a
+
↓ (I)|0〉 and a
+
↑ (I)a
+
↓ (I)|0〉 and define a four dimensional
Fock space referring to site I. Alternatively, we can characterize the four configurations by
four operators Oν(I) (ν = 1, . . . , 4).
O1(I) = (1− n↑(I)) (1− n↓(I)) ; O3(I) = n↓(I) (1− n↑(I))
O2(I) = n↑(I) (1− n↓(I)) ; O4(I) = n↑(I)n↓(I) (8)
with the number operator nσ(I) = a
+
σ (I)aσ(I). The operators Oν(I) act on |Φ0〉 which
serves as reference state for the operators spanning the Liouville space (see (2)). It is
4∑
ν=1
Oν(I) = 1 (9)
and therefore the following identity holds
|Φ0〉 =
n∑
ν=1
Oν(I)|Φ0〉
=
∑
ν
|ν(I)〉|Bν(I)〉 . (10)
The operator Oν(I) selects from all the configurations contained in the Slater determinant
|Φ0〉 those, in which site I is in the configuration |ν(I)〉. The remaining products of operators
formed by the c+mσ(J) define the bath |Bν(I)〉. In |Φ0〉 the four configurations |ν(I)〉 have
equal weight. Correlations change these weights. They partially suppress configurations
with large electron repulsions and enhance those with low interaction energy. In the special
case where the interaction is reduced to an on-site local repulsion U (Gutzwiller-Hubbard
Hamiltonian) the weight of double occupancy of site I is reduced. Therefore the correlated
ground state is written as
|ψ0(I)〉 =
∑
ν
λν(I) |ν(I)〉|Bν(I)〉
=
∑
ν
λν(I) Oν(I)|Φ0〉 . (11)
The first line has the form of a Schmidt decomposition used quite frequently in connection
with specifying entanglements [36]. Note that the |ν(I)〉 as well as the |Bν(I)〉 do not
have a fixed particle number and are therefore vectors in Fock space, while |ψ0(I)〉 is a
vector in Hilbert space. The second line expresses |ψ0(I)〉 in terms of operators Oν(I).
They are acting on |Φ0〉, and represent a vector in Liouville space. Both representations
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are equivalent. When we consider |Φ0〉 as a vacuum state, the operators (1 − λν(I)) Oν(I)
describe fluctuations out of the vacuum state. When instead of a single impurity site I we
would treat all sites equivalently, then
∑
ν(1−λν(I)) Oν(I) would be equal to SI in Eq. (5).
The λν(I) can be determined by standard QCmethods. This is done for a specific example
in the next Section. For a system with equivalent sites it must be ensured that the λν(I) 6= 1
do not change the average electron number at site I, i.e., 〈ψ0(I)|(n↑ + n↓)|ψ0(I)〉 = 1. This
subsidiary condition can be easily fulfilled by eliminating single-particle fluctuations. It
should be pointed out that the active space of the DMET or DET is identically the same
as used in the Local Ansatz method [15, 21, 22]. This is obvious for the example considered
here where the Local Ansatz uses the same Oν(I) [15, 21]. Yet it holds also for more general
cases.
The concept of the DMET can, of course, be generalized to M different orbitals per site
or fragment I. The different configurations do then depend on the number of electrons L
at the fragment, with 0 ≤ L ≤ 2M . For each configuration k with fixed number L the
representation holds
∣∣CLk (I)
〉
=
L∏
ν=1
a+mνσν (I)|0〉 . (12)
Their number depends on the total angular momentum and spin operators, i.e., L2, S2, Lz
and Sz. Similarly as in (8) we can define operators O
L
ν (I) which, when applied on |Φ0〉
filter out all parts of the Slater determinant in which the electrons on fragment I are in the
configuration
∣∣CLk (I)
〉
,
|ψ0〉 =
2M∑
L
∑
k(L)
λLk(L)(I)
∣∣CLk(L)(I)
〉 ∣∣BLk(L)(I)
〉
=
2M∑
L
∑
k(L)
λLk(L)(I)O
L
k(L)(I) |Φ0〉 . (13)
For an example see Appendix F in [15]. This form can be again interpreted as a Schmidt
decomposition or as a Local Ansatz for operators in Liouville space. We do not want to go
into further details, since they are irrelevant for the EW problem discussed here.
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IV. FROM FRAGMENT EMBEDDING TO CUMULANTS AND INCREMENTS
As pointed out above the embedded fragment wavefunction (11) or (13) does not face an
EW problem, because only a small number of electrons are correlated. Therefore the question
arises how to go over from this wavefunction to one in which all sites are equivalent.
This will tell us how the EW problem is avoided. In order to study this process we consider
specifically the H10 ring discussed in [13, 37]. It allows also for a detailed comparism of the
DMET with the method of increments [25, 26] resulting from Eqs. (4) and (5).
All following calculations were performed with the MOLPRO ab-initio suite of programs
[33, 38], using the minimal basis set of Ref. [13] if not mentioned otherwise. Both DMET and
the incremental approach rely on localized orbitals. For a given site (H atom), such orbitals
were generated by projecting the corresponding atomic orbital (AO) onto the occupied and
virtual SCF space of the H10 ring, respectively. This directly corresponds to the DMET
active space definition in Ref. [13], for a fragment size of just one H atom (which we
adopt in the following). Within the DMET method, correlation effects are considered for
single fragments individually. All fragments are identical, and the 2-orbital active space of
a fragment leads to 3 singlet coupled configuration state functions (CSFs) only. Therefore a
single 3-by-3 configuration interaction (CI) calculation is sufficient here. Within the Local
Ansatz (LA) [15, 21], on-site excitations are generated, by applying the operators O4 of Eq.
(8) to the SCF reference. The latter operators cause double excitations from the occupied
part of an AO to the virtual part of the same AO, i.e., they are equivalent to double
excitations in the above 2-orbital active spaces. Including such excitations at all atoms
simultaneously, leads to a non-orthogonal CI problem. Within the incremental approach,
construction of localized orbitals by projection of AOs as above is also possible (and indeed
has been suggested many years ago [39]), but the incremental expansion is usually based on
orthogonal orbitals (at least within the occupied space). This can be achieved by projecting
AOs at every second H atom of the ring, with subsequent symmetrical orthogonalization.
In the following, this set of orbitals is used if not mentioned otherwise.
Let us begin with a discussion of DMET results for the H10 ring, in comparison with
corresponding full CI (FCI) results (Fig.1). For the DMET evaluation of the total energy
of H10, the variational energy of the above-mentioned 3-by-3 CI calculation is not directly
used, since this would lead to double counting of energy contributions when summing over
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1 2 3 4 5
R [A]
-5.5
-5.4
-5.3
-5.2
-5.1
-5
E 
 [a
.u.
]
FCI
DMET(u=0)
DMET(u≠0)
Figure 1: Total energy of H10 ring (in Hartree units), as a function of the ring radius R (in
Angstrom). Full CI (FCI) calculations are compared to calculations using density matrix embed-
ding theory (DMET) with and without additional correlation potential u.
all fragments. Instead, one- and two-electron integrals in the basis of symmetrically orthog-
onalized AOs are multiplied by corresponding one- and two-particle density matrices and by
additional weight factors. These weight factors are just the number of fragment AOs within
a given integral, divided by the total number of AOs in the integral. Adding up the energies
so obtained for all fragments yields the DMET energy for the system as a whole [37]. This
is the important step by which the EW problem is avoided! As shown by the blue curve
in Fig.1, it already yields a semi-quantitative approximation to the FCI potential curve of
the H10 ring. A further improvement can be achieved by adding a correlation potential u at
the bath atoms surrounding a given fragment. With this potential, equal charges for all the
atoms of the H10 ring are maintained. As seen from the red curve in Fig. 1, the resulting
potential curve for H10 is in excellent quantitative agreement with the reference FCI curve.
From the very design of the DMET method a correct dissociation of the H10 ring into sep-
arated single-atom fragments is achieved. However, the excellent performance of DMET for
the binding energy at the equilibrium geometry is unexpected. In order to get more insight
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here, we compared the individual energy contributions mentioned above to corresponding
ones from the reference FCI calculation, for which a similar splitting of the energy contri-
butions can be done as in DMET. It turns out that at R = 2.0A˚, the DMET calculation
yields a difference of 0.1 a.u. from the reference FCI, for the intra-fragment contributions to
the total energy of the H10 ring. This deviation is significantly larger than the deviation of
the final energies (involving fragment-bath contributions in addition to the intra-fragment
ones). Thus, error cancellation between fragment and (less accurate) bath terms seems to be
instrumental for DMET here. This means that the high accuracy near the equilibrium bond
length may possibly be partially fortuitous. Another hint comes from a CEPA-0 calculation
with the Local Ansatz (LA). Since a standard CEPA-0 calculation is in good agreement with
the FCI one at R = 2.0A˚, the LA result should reflect merits/shortcomings of the simple
on-site excitations. Actually, the LA wavefunction and likewise
10∑
I=1
(H|SI) contain on-site
excitations for all sites of the H10 ring simultaneously and should be superior, therefore, to
the DMET ansatz (where the coupling between excitations at different sites is not taken into
account). However, it leads to an energy of −5.32 a.u. at R = 2.0A˚, which is significantly
less accurate than DMET.
Let us now discuss incremental approaches. In the standard incremental scheme, the
number of correlated localized occupied orbitals φi is systematically enlarged, i.e., at the
one-body level the φi are correlated one at a time, at the two-body level pairs φi, φj are
correlated simultaneously, while excitations into the whole virtual space are possible at all
stages. Using the set of localized orbitals described above, we obtain the results shown in
Fig. 2. The convergence of the incremental expansion is rather poor at large distances. This
is not surprising, since the expansion starts from the restricted HF (RHF) energy, which
is increasingly poor for large R, so that the incremental corrections become huge. Even
at the 3-body level, the accuracy is not really better than with DMET at u = 0. The
situation is more favourable around the equilibrium R. Still, the 1-body level yields only
about half of the correlation effect. This was to be expected since we sum up contributions
from the correlation of 5 orthogonalized localized occupied orbitals, instead of 10 fragments
as in DMET. However, the 2-body and, particularly, the 3-body approximation give a very
good account of the potential curve of the H10 ring near the equilibrium R. Note that the
number of 2- and 3-body terms needed in the incremental expansion is quite small, since only
nearest-neighbour contributions are non-negligible. Still, the number of correlated orbitals
12
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R [A]
-5.5
-5.4
-5.3
-5.2
-5.1
-5
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[a.
u.]
FCI
SCF
INC1
INC2
INC3
Figure 2: Total energy of H10 ring (in Hartree units), as a function of the ring radius R (in
Angstrom). SCF and full CI (FCI) calculations are compared to calculations using the incremental
approach up to n-body level (INCn). In the latter case, the SCF reference is stepwise improved by
subsystem FCI calculations with an active space including up to n localized occupied SCF orbitals
(see text) together with the full virtual SCF space.
is definitely larger than needed in DMET for the same accuracy.
The question to be discussed now is: Can one gain insights from DMET for the design
of incremental expansions, in order to improve the behaviour for the asymptotic region of
the potential curve and/or to reduce the computational effort? The first point concerns
entanglement. The RHF wavefunction is strongly entangled for large R, and high-level
increments are needed for disentanglement. However, it is not necessary for an incremental
expansion to start from RHF. A natural extension would be a start from an unrestricted HF
(UHF) wavefunction. It is excluded here for technical reasons related to MOLPRO. But as
first shown for metals by Paulus and co-workers [40, 41], a localized model wavefunction can
be helpful as a starting point. In the case of the H10 ring, a Slater determinant composed of
localized 2-atom bond orbitals, i.e., of (normalized) linear combinations φi+φi+1, i = 1, 3, 5
meets the purpose. The latter are not perfect for large R, of course, but disentanglement
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R [A]
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Figure 3: Total energy of H10 ring (in Hartree units), as a function of the ring radius R (in
Angstrom). Full CI (FCI) calculations are compared with calculations using the incremental ap-
proach up to n-body level (INCn). In the latter case, a strongly localized Slater determinant (see
text) is stepwise improved by subsystem CASSCF calculations with an active space including up
to 2n localized orbitals.
can be easily achieved already at the one-body level, by adding the antibonding linear
combinations φi − φi+1 to the active space. Indeed, as seen from Fig. 3, the asymptotic
region is dramatically improved, and good agreement with FCI is already achieved at the
one-body level. Note that for the curves of Fig. 3, the active spaces were handled as in
DMET, i.e., the virtual space was not included in full as for the incremental expansion
above, but restricted to n localized orbitals for n-body increments. On the other hand,
orbital optimization within the active space turned out to be essential. As a drawback,
however, the convergence of the incremental expansion in the bonding region deteriorates.
Here, the starting point in terms of localized 2-atom bond orbitals is less appropriate. Still,
there is a remedy: one can reduce the magnitude of the energy piece obtained from the
incremental expansion, by applying the expansion to the correlation energy only, i.e., not
including the improvement of the SCF part. As shown in Fig. 4, this leads to potential-
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energy curves which are semi-quantitatively correct over the full range of R values, already
at the one-body level. Thus, one has (nearly) reached the aim set by DMET, regarding both
simplicity and accuracy.
1 2 3 4 5
R [A]
-5.5
-5.4
-5.3
-5.2
-5.1
-5
E 
[a.
u.]
FCI
INC1
INC2
INC3
Figure 4: Total energy of H10 ring (in Hartree units), as a function of the ring radius R (in
Angstrom). Full CI (FCI) calculations are compared to calculations using the incremental approach
up to n-body level (INCn). In the latter case, a strongly localized Slater determinant (see text)
is stepwise improved by subsystem SCF and CASSCF calculations with an active space including
up to n and 2n localized orbitals, respectively. The final incremental expansion is done for the
correlation energy only.
It is clear that FCI calculations with minimal basis sets are mostly of academic interest
only. Therefore, one might ask how to improve on the DMET and incremental results
discussed above. The latter approach could have advantages here, since the number of
(occupied) orbitals to be correlated does not increase with the size of the basis set (in
contrast to the number of AOs which is relevant for DMET). Fig. 5 gives results for an
incremental scheme of basis-set enlargement, at the one-body level (i.e., enlargement of
the H basis set from minimal to cc-pVDZ [42] at a single atom only). The basis-set change
influences the total energy at all theoretical levels (e.g., SCF, CASSCF, FCI). For the change
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of the total energy, the incremental expansion up to one-body terms (multiplying the basis-
set change at a single atom by the number of atoms in the H10 ring) is clearly insufficient,
as seen from Fig. 5. However, this approximation works surprisingly well, when applied to
basis-set changes at the post-SCF or post-CASSCF levels (in combination with the DZ SCF
or DZ CASSCF energy, respectively).
1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
R [A]
-6
-5
-4 FCI(DZ)
FCI(SZ)
INC1(total)
INC1(postSCF)
INC1(postCASSCF)
Figure 5: Total energy of H10 ring (in Hartree units), as a function of the ring radius R (in
Angstrom). Full CI (FCI) calculations with two different basis sets (single-zeta (SZ) and double-
zeta (DZ)) are compared to calculations using an incremental approach for basis-set enlargement
(SZ→ DZ), at the one-body level (INC1). In the latter case, the total, post-SCF, or post-CASSCF
pieces of the incremental expansion are used in full, or combined with the DZ SCF and DZ CASSCF
energies, respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY
Electronic structure calculation for solids have to deal with the exponential wall problem.
A natural way is to start from a self-consistent field solution for the ground state and to
describe the ground state of the correlated many-electron system by the operators which
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generate the correlation hole of the electrons. Stated differently, the ground-state wavefunc-
tion of the correlated electron system is described by a vector in operator- or Liouville space
rather than in Hilbert space. In this space a cumulant metric has to be applied. In other
words, whenever matrix elements with correlation generating operators are evaluated only
connected contractions of operators have to be taken into account. Disconnected contrac-
tions correspond to factorizations of matrix elements and drop out. This is analogous to
Green’s functions, where also only connected diagrams have to be taken into account. The
use of the cumulant metric eliminates the EW problem.
Another approach to avoid the EW problem is using impurity or fragment embedding.
The dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) [12] is the best known example. As a frequency
dependent coherent potential method it is based on Green’s function. The EW problem
does not arise in this context. But one would expect that it shows up in the DMET and
DET when the wavefunction of embedded impurities or fragments is calculated. The basis
consists here of orthonormal atomic orbitals and by means of a Schmidt decomposition the
system is partitioned into fragment and bath. Only the fragment is treated on a post-SCF
level while the bath remains on a SCF level [13, 14].
The active space used hereby is identical with that of the Local Ansatz (LA). In dis-
tinction to the DMET which uses Schmidt decompositions, the LA is formulated in terms
of projection and partitioning of the Liouville space. It is also based on using connected
contractions only and avoids this way the EW problem. In the DMET the EW problem is
circumvented by a special extrapolation from the results for largely independent fractions,
coupled via correlation potentials, to those of many fragments. This extrapolation is scru-
tinized here. By studying a H10 ring for different radii we have related the DMET results
with those based on the method of increments which is related to the cumulant approach.
What remains to be done is to relate the cumulant or Liouville approach to tensor networks
[43] and to matrix product states [44, 45].
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